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The DCS Image File F o rm a t
The Desktop Color Separation (DCS) image file format, which contains both a low resolution preview and the information
necessary for a separation of the image, is a picture format definition for electronic color separations that can significantly reduce the expense of producing color publications.The ability of DCS to manage the entire color separation
process on desktop reduces production time, and the use of DCS can be implemented without purchasing additional,
specialized equipment.
Two types of programs use the DCS format: DCS producers and DCS consumers. DCS producers are applications that
produce color separations from color images. DCS consumers are desktop publishing and page layout applications
capable of driving an output device.
Many applications that create color separations have a recordkeeping function that maintains a connection between the
document being created and the high resolution files used for printing. A DCS producer application provides information
to a DCS consumer (such as a page layout program) in a “main” file about the location of high resolution separation files.
When the document is color separated, a DCS consumer application will locate and use the high resolution files.

W h a t ’s new in DCS 2.0?
• The option to choose a multiple- or single-file version. DCS originally required that the separation files be separate.
With DCS 2.0, these files may now be combined into one.
• The ability to specify additional plate colors. DCS 2.0 can point to spot color plates in addition to the standard cyan,
magenta, yellow, and b lack.
• The addition of the %%PlateFile comment. This comment adds the ability to choose single or multiple files, as well
as the ability to specify additional plate colors.
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An in-depth look at DCS files
DCS is a specification involving one or more files.The first and potentially only file (referred to here as the “main” file)
contains comments that give the file names and locations for the separations of the original image.

C o n s t ruction of the “ m a i n ” f i l e
The “main” file should be an EPS picture, and should follow all the guidelines listed in Appendices G and H of the
PostScript Language Reference Manual, 2nd ed., with the exception of some changes in the header comment area as
described in this document.This “main” file should contain additional comments referring to DCS information.
DCS information is represented by PostScript header comments, which appear before %%EndComments (these DCS
comments are used by the DCS consumer to locate the separation files and download them for the appropriate plate).

Composite EPS images
The “main” file must contain a composite representation of the original image.Typically, this composite image will be
used when proofing to a color printer; it should be full resolution to facilitate the highest quality proof possible. If the
composite is not present, a DCS consumer will represent the image in an unpredictable fo rm .

Screen representations
The separation files contain information for the separated plates only (that is, the cyan file should contain information
pertaining only to the cyan plate). These separation files should not contain the %%PlateFile comment (described
below). Since the separation files are not used for composite proofing or screen representation, the low resolution
screen preview and color composite image should be omitted.

Dot gain compensation
The “main” file may also need to contain the %%SuppressDotGainCompensation comment.
If this comment is not present, some applications will download a transfer function to correct for the nonlinear grayscale
rendering characteristics of the output device before sending the EPS file. If your application is building a file that has dot
gain compensation built-in, you should include this comment. However, if you do so, your EPS file should also set up the
screen angle, frequency, and dot function, rather than relying on the values active at the time your PostScript file is run.
This comment must appear in the “main” file before the comments specifying location of color plates.

Font info rm a t i o n
The “main” file should include the %%DocumentFonts comment to indicate all the fonts used in the separation files. It is
the responsibility of the DCS consumer to guarantee that every font used by the separation files is available on the printer.
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These excerpts from a sample DCS 2.0 file (single-file
version) demonstrate the use
of the new %%PlateFile
comments. Since this is a
single-file version of a DCS
2.0 fi le, references are made
to plate location within the file
through offset definition in
bytes.The size field represents the size of the separation file in bytes. Offset and
size fields are represented by
decimal numbers. Refer to
this example while reading
the explanations on the following pages.

TIFF PREVIEW
(PC Version)

{

EPS HEADER

{

PLATEFILE COMMENTS

COMPOSITE
POSTSCRIPT CODE

BLACK PLATE

N OT E :
Since a PostScript file can
easily exceed the length
of this page, for illustration
purposes we have removed
portions of “body” of the
plate files and spliced the
beginning and ends together.
Omitted material is indicated
by shadows like this:

CYAN PLATE

MAGENTA PLATE

SPOT COLOR PLATE

{
{

{

{
{
{

ÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùï
ÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔj
ˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇy
òyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòyÍÅÅùïÔjˇyòòy
%!PS-Adobe-2.0 EPSF-1.2
%%Creator: QuarkXPress(R) 3.2
%%Title: Document1 (Page 1)
%%CreationDate: 7/6/93 6:14 PM
%%DocumentProcessColors: Cyan Magenta Black
%%DocumentCustomColors: (TRUMATCH 1-a5)
%%CMYKCustomColor: 0 .9 .4 .3 (TRUMATCH 1-a5)
%%DocumentFonts: Helvetica
%%DocumentData: Binary
%%LanguageLevel: 1
%%BoundingBox: 0 0 612 792
%%PlateFile: (Black) EPS #11933 24917
%%PlateFile: (Cyan) EPS #36850 24795
%%PlateFile: (Magenta) EPS #61645 24823
%%PlateFile: (TRUMATCH 1-a5) EPS #86468 24784
%%EndComments

end
showpage
%%Trailer
%!PS-Adobe-2.0 EPSF-1.2
%%Creator: QuarkXPress(R) 3.2
%%Title: Document1 (Page 1)
%%CreationDate: 7/6/93 6:14 PM
%%DocumentProcSets: QuarkXPress_EPS_3.2 1.0 0
%%DocumentSuppliedProcSets: QuarkXPress_EPS_3.2
%%DocumentFonts: Helvetica
%%DocumentData: Binary
%%LanguageLevel: 1
1 H
114.93 120.93 275.07 293.07 F ov V
5.86 o
111.93 117.93 278.07 296.07 F ov n
end
showpage
%%Trailer
%!PS-Adobe-2.0 EPSF-1.2
%%Creator: QuarkXPress(R) 3.2
%%Title: Document1 (Page 1)
%%CreationDate: 7/6/93 6:14 PM
%%DocumentProcSets: QuarkXPress_EPS_3.2 1.0 0
%%DocumentSuppliedProcSets: QuarkXPress_EPS_3.2
%%DocumentFonts: Helvetica
%%DocumentData: Binary
%%LanguageLevel: 1
0 H
114.93 120.93 275.07 293.07 F ov V
1 H
5.86 o
111.93 117.93 278.07 296.07 F ov n
end
showpage
%%Trailer
%!PS-Adobe-2.0 EPSF-1.2
%%Creator: QuarkXPress(R) 3.2
%%Title: Document1 (Page 1)
%%CreationDate: 7/6/93 6:14 PM
%%DocumentProcSets: QuarkXPress_EPS_3.2 1.0 0
%%DocumentSuppliedProcSets: QuarkXPress_EPS_3.2
%%DocumentFonts: Helvetica
%%DocumentData: Binary
%%LanguageLevel: 1
1 H
114.93 120.93 275.07 293.07 F ov V
0 H
12 o
109 115 281 299 F ov n
end
showpage
%%Trailer
%!PS-Adobe-2.0 EPSF-1.2
%%Creator: QuarkXPress(R) 3.2
%%Title: Document1 (Page 1)
%%CreationDate: 7/6/93 6:14 PM
%%DocumentProcSets: QuarkXPress_EPS_3.2 1.0 0
%%DocumentSuppliedProcSets: QuarkXPress_EPS_3.2
%%DocumentFonts: Helvetica
%%DocumentData: Binary
%%LanguageLevel: 1
0 H
bkc 0 1 put
37 45.75 m .33 0 4 27.33 (Hello)d
bkc 0 0 put
111.93 117.93 278.07 296.07 F ov n
end
showpage
%%Trailer

1.0 0

1.0 0

1.0 0

1.0 0
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The % % P l a t e F i l e c o m m e n t
DCS 2.0 uses the %%PlateFile comment to specify the location of a particular color separation file.This comment
has two different fo rm s, depending on whether the separation files are saved as multiple files or a single file.

The % % P l a t e F i l e comment — Multiple-file v e r s i o n
Separation plate information can be contained in files separate from the “main” file. A common form of DCS uses the
four process separation colors.You are not limited to the four process colors — any number of spot colors may be
specified. To use this form, include the following comment in the “main” file:
%%PlateFile: (color name) filetype location filename
colorname

The colorname represents the name of the spot or process color the file represents.The name
should be enclosed in parentheses. For example, (Cyan), (Magenta), (TRUMATCH 1-a5), etc.

filetype

The filetype represents the file format of the separation file (EPS). The filetype field can be
something other than (EPS) if the location field is something other than Local.

location

The location can be Local or some other keyword. However, the only keyword supported by
QuarkXPress is Local. Refer to Appendix B of the DCS 2.0 specifications (available from Quark)
for further discussion of location.

filename

The filename identifies the file that contains the separation for the specified color. It may be a
complete pathname or just the filename itself.The DCS consumer should search for the specified
file. For example, Quar kXPress™ will search the directory that contains the DCS “main” file. Some
filenames may not be valid on all platfo rm s.

Example
%%PlateFile: (PANTONE 184 CV) EPS Local HD:tstpicture.09
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The % % P l a t e F i l e comment — Single-file v e r s i o n
The single-file version of the %%PlateFile comment allows the use of DCS with one file.The beginning of this file is
structured identically to the “main” file. After the header information and composite EPS information, the separation information is simply included, rather than being split into separate files.The %%PlateFile comment is modified to reflect
the presence of the separation information. The key difference between the multiple-file version and the single-file version is the third field of %%PlateFile . If this field begins with the # character, the file is a single-file version of DCS.
%%PlateFile: (color name) filetype #offset size
colorname

The colorname represents the name of the spot or process color the separation represents.The name
should be enclosed in parentheses. For example, (Cyan), (Magenta), (TRUMATCH 1-a5), etc.

filetype

The filetype represents the file format of the separation (normally EPS).

#offset

The # character as the first character in the third field area indicates a single-file version. In this
case, the third field is interpreted as an offset from the beginning of the file to the separation.

size

The size field represents the size of the separation in number of bytes. Both the offset and size
fields are represented by decimal numbers.

Example
%%PlateFile: (Yellow) EPS #84777 24621
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Notes
• A DCS file must be either a single-file version or a multiple-file version. Do not combine the versions within one DCS file.
• The DCS consumer will download only separation files with corresponding %%PlateFile comments. If there is no
%%PlateFile: (Cyan)... comment, for example, the DCS consumer will not download any cyan information for this separation.
• In the single-file format, the size of the main segment of the file (including header, DCS comments, and composite
image) can be determined by finding the smallest #offset.

Common probl e m s
There are a number of misconceptions about EPS and DCS files that you should be aware of when you are creating
your own separations. Some of these misconceptions have been discussed in the Adobe PostScript manuals, Adobe’s
Colophon, or in the EPS documentation. Others have never been explicitly mentioned before.
1. Do not assume you can use as many dictionary entries as you want. You probably are limited to only a few (especially if you have used PostScript within the document to add entries). Instead, create a local dictionary.
2. Do not assume anything about the clip path. If you must clip, append your clip path to the current clip path.
3. Do not assume anything about the current scale, translation, or orientation of the EPS picture.
4. Do not perform any transformations on the coordinate system that make assumptions about the paper size.
QuarkXPress supports arbitrary sizes.
5. Use of the “settransfer” operator should be avoided if at all possible.
6. Unless you absolutely must, do not change the screen frequency, angle, or procedure.
7. DCS files should not contain %%PlateColor comments!
8. The first line of the separation file should start with %!PS-Adobe... and should end with %%Trailer so that parsers
can detect the whole separation file. (When a DCS consumer outputs the separation files, it should enclose the files
with %%BeginDocument:.. and %%EndDocument.)
9. Limit the number of characters used in the header comments to 255 (for backward compatibility on some existing
parsers). If a line contains more than 255 characters, split it into multiple lines and begin each continuation with the
%%+ convention.
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DCS and OPI
OPI (Open Prepress Interface) is a specification published by Adobe, Inc. (formerly Aldus Corporation), that allows the
integration of commercial scanner output into files created on a desktop publishing application. OPI is designed for use
with high-end, expensive color prepress systems and ultra-high resolution scanners. DCS is designed for people who
are processing all of their color separation with equipment on the desktop. DCS and OPI are not competing standards.
They are used under different circumstances.
OPI, like DCS, involves a collection of comments in the PostScript file that specify information necessary for the page
layout and printing processes. However, OPI assumes that there will be a post-processing device between the layout
program and the output device.This device must be capable of recognizing specific lines in the PostScript stream and
substituting and cropping high-end scanner output files for the TIFF files passed from the layout program. OPI is designed
primarily for situations in which the separation files are too large to efficiently run through low-bandwidth netw orks, such
as AppleTalk. By using an intermediate processor, OPI avoids overloading a network with the transmission of color separation files. In OPI, only a TIFF representation of the color file is present; the layout application relies on a separate
post-processor to include the separated files. DCS enables a layout application to produce a standard PostScript output stream that does not require any post-processing. In DCS, all separation files are accessible on the desktop and
are fed to the output device by the layout application. DCS, by avoiding the necessity for color prepress systems, can
be implemented with existing systems, thereby lowering overhead costs for the production house. Since DCS relies on
available, tested equipment, it also requires less development and maintenance time.
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For Further Info rm a t i o n
Please contact Quark, Inc. directly for further questions or a printed copy of these specifications.
Quark, Inc.
Developer Desk
1800 Grant Street
Denver, CO 80203
Phone: (303) 894-8888
Fax: (303) 894-3399
Applelink: QuarkXT
CompuServe: 75140,1136
Internet: 75140.1136@compuserve.com

B i bl i o gra p hy
Adobe Systems, Inc. EPS specification. (Available from Adobe.)
Adobe Systems, Inc. PostScript Language Reference Manual, 2nd ed. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing,1990.
ISBN 0-201-18127-4.
Aldus Corporation. Aldus OPI Specification. 1989–1990.
Available from:
Adobe Developer Association
411 First Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98104-2871
Phone: (206) 628-6593
Quark, Inc. QuarkXPress and OPI.
Quark, Inc. QuarkXPress Make PDF documentation.
© 1993, 1995 Quark, Inc. All rights reserved.
Quark and QuarkXPress are trademarks of Quark, Inc., Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off. The Quark logo is a trademark of Quark,
Inc. PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc. PANTONE® is Pantone, Inc.’s check standard trademark for
color. All other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.
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Appendix A
The Original Desktop Color Separation (DCS 1.0)
DCS originally relied on two sets of comments being present in the “main” file. Since many DCS producers will continue
to produce separations that comply with the original specification, it is important that DCS consumers continue to understand the conventions used in such separations.

%%DocumentProcessColors
In some situations, one or more of the separation files are not used. If a photograph contains no cyan, an empty cyan
file will be generated by the DCS producer application. By specifying that this file is empty, a DCS consumer can avoid
wasting time and money printing an unneeded plate. Specify the EPS separation files to be used with the line:
%%DocumentProcessColors: cyan magenta yellow black
Any of the four colors cyan, magenta, yellow, or black specified in this line will be printed during the final output.

Location of the Color Separation Files
A standard PostScript file contains a header segment that finishes with %%EndComments. In a DCS-compatible file, this
header segment contains four additional lines that specify the location of the color separation fi les.These lines must
appear after the %%BoundingBox comment and before the %%EndComments line.The following lines are used to specify the location of the color separation files.The order of cyan, magenta, yellow, and black is not important:
%%CyanPlate:
%%MagentaPlate:
%%YellowPlate:
%%BlackPlate:

location of an EPS file representing the cyan plate.
location of an EPS file representing the magenta plate.
location of an EPS file representing the yellow plate.
location of an EPS file representing the black plate.

These file names should be complete path names, including the root drive specification.
This provides the DCS consumer application with the names of the files to use when separating. If the location of these
files changes, the DCS consumer application must be able to locate them.
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Appendix B
Special note regarding the location ke y word and multiple-file DCS
There are two states that can exist in the location keyword: Local and anything else.Treatment of these two states
must be handled differently by the DCS consumer. A DCS consumer application must provide a mechanism to indicate
whether the non-local states should be ignored or considered.
The following examples refer to an “external file system”.This term refers to a file server capable of interpreting the
location keyword. Since the DCS consumer will handle the location keyword differently depending on whether an
external file system is present or not, a mechanism must tell the DCS consumer whether such a system is present. In
the case of QuarkXPress, a flag in the Printer Description File (PDF) indicates whether an external file system exists.

Va riations in the location key word depending on whether an e x t e rnal file system ex i s t s
If the header contains only Local platefiles:
In the following code segment, only the local keyword is used.The presence or absence of an external file system is
ignored. The DCS consumer should make an attempt to locate and download the separation file on the local file system. If the consumer is unable to locate the separation file, the composite EPS file should be incorporated in its place.
%!PS-Adobe-2.0 EPSF-1.2
%%Creator: QuarkXPress(R) 3.2
%%Title: Document1 (Page 1)
%%CreationDate: 7/6/93 6:14 PM
%%DocumentProcessColors: Cyan Magenta Black
%%DocumentCustomColors: (TRUMATCH 1-a5)
%%CMYKCustomColor: 0 .9 .4 .3 (TRUMATCH 1-a5)
%%DocumentFonts: Helvetica
%%DocumentData: Binary
%%LanguageLevel: 1
%%BoundingBox: 0 0 612 792
%%PlateFile: (Black) EPS Local a0.K
%%PlateFile: (Cyan) EPS Local a0.C
%%PlateFile: (Magenta) EPS Local a0.M
%%PlateFile: (TRUMATCH 1-a5) EPS Local a0.9
%%EndComments
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If the header contains Local and non-Local platefiles:
If an external file system is present
This DCS file would cause the DCS consumer to use only the header portion of the DCS main fi le. It would not send
any local EPS files, and any line that contains the Local keyword would be ignored. Note that each color has two nonlocal representations (“NewServe” and “UnixRip”). This clearly shows that the DCS interpreter must be able to recognize its unique keyword before it assumes that the following pathname is valid.

If no external file system is present
For any lines that use the Local keyword, the DCS consumer should make an attempt to locate and download the separation file on the local file system. If the consumer is unable to locate the separation file, the composite EPS file should
be incorporated in its place.The lines containing non-Local keywords should be ignored.
%!PS-Adobe-2.0 EPSF-1.2
%%Creator: QuarkXPress(R) 3.2
%%Title: Document1 (Page 1)
%%CreationDate: 7/6/93 6:14 PM
%%DocumentProcessColors: Cyan Magenta Black
%%DocumentCustomColors: (TRUMATCH 1-a5)
%%CMYKCustomColor: 0 .9 .4 .3 (TRUMATCH 1-a5)
%%DocumentFonts: Helvetica
%%DocumentData: Binary
%%LanguageLevel: 1
%%BoundingBox: 0 0 612 792
%%PlateFile: (Black) EPS Local a0.K
%%PlateFile: (Black) TIFF NewServe c:\scans\job045\a0K.scn
%%PlateFile: (Black) JPEG UnixRip /usr/jonah/job3/a0_black
%%PlateFile: (Cyan) EPS Local a0.C
%%PlateFile: (Cyan) TIFF NewServe c:\scans\job045\a0C.scn
%%PlateFile: (Cyan) JPEG UnixRip /usr/jonah/job3/a0_Cyan
%%PlateFile: (Magenta) EPS Local a0.M
%%PlateFile: (Magenta) TIFF NewServe c:\scans\job045\a0M.scn
%%PlateFile: (Magenta) JPEG UnixRip /usr/jonah/job3/a0_Magenta
%%PlateFile: (TRUMATCH 1-a5) EPS Local a0.9
%%PlateFile: (TRUMATCH 1-a5) TIFF NewServe c:\scans\job045\a0_09.scn
%%PlateFile: (TRUMATCH 1-a5) JPEG UnixRip /usr/jonah/job3/a0_TRUM_1-A5
%%EndComments

Notes
• A DCS file must be either a single-file version or a multiple-file version. Do not combine the versions within one DCS file.
• The DCS consumer will download only separation files that have corresponding %%PlateFile comments.If there is no
%%PlateFile: (Cyan)... comment, for example, the DCS consumer will not download any cyan information for this separation.
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O ve rv i ew of a multiple-file DCS image.
BLACK PLATE
EPS Header
Black Plate
Information
MAIN FILE
TIFFPreview
(optional)

MAGENTA PLATE
EPS Header

EPS Header
and PlateFile
Comments

Magenta
Information

Composite
PS Code

CYAN PLATE
EPS Header
Cyan Plate
Information

YELLOW PLATE
EPS Header
Yellow Plate
Information

SPOT COLOR PLATE
EPS Header
Spot Color
Information
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